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Leader of global knowledge and cultural innovation
Founded in 1982, The University of Suwon with its moral values of “simplicity, 
justice and originality”, has continuously improved itself by establishing 
mid to long-term plans to become a renowned private university with 
international competence.
The university aims to be the center of industry-academic cooperation and becoming the mecca 
of basic studies, by establishing and successfully managing various research institutes such as 
Advanced Science and Technology Institute and Industry-University Partnership Division Center. 
They continuously put in their best efforts in building cultural infrastructure such as music, 
arts, sports, theatre, film and design to educate students with the support of technology and 
engineering. 

The university also puts a strong focus on IT and cultural arts to grow as a leader in the field of 
international IT arts. Belcanto Art Center, situated in the IT building of the university, is the first 
opera house built in a university in Korea. It has the seating capacity of 1,000 and is anticipated 
to be the foundation of outstanding competence for USW and will train talents suited for the 21st 
century.  Furthermore, the ESL (English as a Second Language) and CSL (Chinese as a Second 
Language) departments with native lecturers have been actively operated to cultivate brains 
equipped with international senses.  

The College of  Economics & Business Administration complex which will be completed in 2016, 
shall educate global leaders for the internationalisation age, and the newly built 50,000 square-
metres Science and Engineering Research Complex will enable a giant leap for the College of 
Engineering. USW aims to lead integrated industrial society through the recruitment of prominent 
professors, renovation of engineering education and continuous improvement of on-site 
customised engineering education. 

The University of Suwon has multiple advantages: outstanding faculty, excellent educational 
facilities with cutting-edge scientific equipments, extensive content for global education, 
systematic industry-academic cooperation education, and a 1.3 million square-metres campus just 
30 minutes from Seoul. USW aims to lead Korea’s education innovation and become a prestigious 
university that contributes both locally and internationally. 

University of Suwon (USW)
Best Practices of Blackboard Learn™

Quick Facts as of 2015:

12,334 Students, 379 Professors
8 Colleges, 19 Faculties

Colleges
College of Humanities & Social 
Sciences  |  College of Economics 
& Business Administration  |  
College of Integrated Sciences  |  
College of Engineering  |  College of 
Information Technology  |  College 
of Physical Education & Medical 
Welfare  |  College of Fine Arts  |  
College of Music

Faculties
Faculty of Humanities  |  Faculty 
of Foreign Languages  |  Faculty of 
Economics  |  Faculty of Business 
Administration  |  Faculty of Hotel & 
Tourism  |  Faculty of Basic Sciences
Faculty of Bio-Industry  |  Faculty 
of Life Sciences  |  Faculty of 
Civil Architecture  |  Faculty 
of Mechanical and Industrial 
Engineering  |  Faculty of Electrical 
and Electronic Engineering  |  
Faculty of Chemical and Polymer 
Engineering  |  Faculty of Computer 
Media  |  Faculty of Information 
Communication and Security  |  
Faculty of Sports Sciences  |  Faculty 
of Sculpture  |  Faculty of Design 
|  Faculty of Music  |  Faculty of 
Theatre & Film

University in Hwaseong, Gyeonggi, South Korea
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Freshmen Preparation Courses
This was the first large-scale trial course opened in Korea, targeting 2,500 freshmen students, consisting of structured processes for 
taking  courses, tests and achievements to conduct surveys. In addition to this, there was the Transfer Student Care Course, which 
although targets only 90 students, was the first program to provide transfer students with the same care and support as freshmen 
students through Blackboard Learn.

Program Overview

This course was designed to introduce freshmen and transfer students at USW to organisations and departments which support 
students within the campus, guide them through programs run by each organisation and provide instructions on matters such as 
how to utilise each organisation. The purpose of this course is to provide students at USW with the basic information necessary for 
adapting to university life and academic activities. This course is required in order to receive a graduation certificate, and freshmen 
starting from 2015, will need to take this course. The course consists of four parts: [Welcome], [Understanding the school], [Self-
directed learning], and [From admission to graduation]. Each part includes introductory videos and quizzes.

Program Development Process (1.5 months)
>  Program Plan, Draft and Approval    >    Requested for 5-10 pages of guidelines as official documents from each

department in the university within a week    >    Developed powerpoint presentation and script    >    Used student instructors, 
honorary scholarship students, president of the student body and president of the Women’s Student Association as announcers    
> Video editing and production of promotional video    >    Created course on Blackboard, posted videos and did test settings    >
Distributed surveys    >    97.36% of students have completed the course as of 2015 and have received an achievement badge

According to results of the survey (refer to graph below), most students, with the exception of 4.4%, had a higher than average 
satisfaction rate. Many students were expecting support with academic and school activities, campus experiences, as well as career 
and employment. The opinions expressed by students showed that they felt a sense of pride with the school knowing that they are 
cared for. USW expressed that they will make efforts to continuously improve program contents and delivery to help further improve 
student satisfaction.  

Satisfaction Rates of Freshmen Preparation Course

Negative
3.1%

Positive
44.6%

Very Negative
1.3%

Average
27.4%

Very Positive
23.6%
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Incorporating Courses in ESL and the College of Humanities on Blackboard 
Learn
All English courses (115 classes per semester) held in ESL and all writing courses  operated by the College of 
Humanities (45 classes per semester) are delivered through Blackboard. In the first semester of 2015 during the pilot 
of Blackboard Learn LMS, 37.8% of full-time professors used  the LMS to run structured classes. The function most 
frequently used by professors was the sharing of class materials (26.6%), announcements (22.4%), Q&A on discussion 
boards (16.0%), assignments (9.3%), discussion boards (6.3%), groups (6.3%), blogs (5.5%), quizzes utilising tests 
(3.8%), mid/final term exams utilising tests (3.0%) and journals (0.8%). 

The Center for Teaching and Learning held workshops called “Brown Bag” more that six times. These workshops 
provided professors with an opportunity to share their best practices and tips in using Blackboard Learn in classes, 
and it also expanded the use of the LMS.  

The university also significantly increases the use of Blackboard Learn with various approaches such as conducting 
“Visiting Workshops” held upon departments’ requests, “Private Lesson Workshops” held on an appointment basis 
depending on the the availability of the professors, and “Class-Customised Student Workshops” which provides 
students with guidance during certain classes taught by professors who use Blackboard Learn. Professors have 
expressed their satisfaction  with Blackboard Learn with comments such as “I feel I am being cared for” or “It’s really 
cool that the questions are being answered straightaway”.
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The University with the Highest Number of Communities and Highest Utilisation Rate of 
Blackboard Learn in Korea
USW has established itself as the university in Korea that operates the highest number of communities on Blackboard Learn with 
the highest utilisation rate. 14 communities are in the school’s organisations and departments, from meeting rooms for deans and 
directors of the university to communities for individual student groups. 10 communities have been established by the Center for 
Teaching and Learning and by the programs of each center. All of these communities are actively operating. Particularly for the 
Professor-Student Companion Program, Peer Learning Coaching and Tutoring Program run by the Center for Teaching and Learning, 
as well as Resume Clinic Program by Employment Information Center, they are operated such that the data of activities are submitted 
through assignments, and the journal function and feedback is provided by the person in charge of each program. The overall 
satisfaction has been very positive and USW continues to increase the number of communities operated on Blackboard Learn.

Non-Curriculum Courses on Blackboard
USW also uses Blackboard for non-curriculum courses such as Open General Education Courses for students, Online Training 
Courses for faculty members, and GG English created by ESL teachers. These courses and communities are designed and operated in 
conjunction with a variety of methods to increase utilisation.

“It’s really cool that the questions are being answered straightaway!”
Professor, University of Suwon


